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ABSTRACT: Campana et al. (2009; Mar Ecol Prog Ser 387:241–253) explored the survival of blue
sharks Prionace glauca captured and released from the North Atlantic commercial longline fishery.
We think that their comments and comparisons do not accurately reflect a previous survival study of
blue sharks in Hawaii (Moyes et al. 2006; Trans Am Fish Soc 135:1389–1397). The differences in mortality between the studies, ~5% in the Hawaii-based fishery and ~35% in the North Atlantic fishery,
were suggested to be due to failure of Moyes et al. (2006) to accurately reflect commercial fishing
conditions. Careful examination of the data, however, suggests that the mortality depends on fisheryspecific features — hook type, soak time and handling of the bycatch during release — rather than the
respective tagging protocols. Survival studies based on pop-up satellite archival tags (PSATs) are
cost-prohibitive; alternative (e.g. biochemical) approaches to estimate stress and morbidity are
needed to supplant PSAT studies and to increase sample sizes. Standardization of fishing methods
and sampling protocol is needed for future survival studies, to reduce experimental bias and improve
the cost:benefit relationship.
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Introduction
Management strategies for mitigating effects on the
bycatch of large-scale commercial fisheries require
accurate estimates of post-release survival in captured teleosts, elasmobranchs and sea turtles. The
recent study by Campana et al. (2009) offers some
interesting observations on mortality in the North
Atlantic commercial longline fishery, which targets
swordfish Xiphias gladius and in which blue sharks
Prionace glauca are the principal bycatch. The conclusions by Campana et al. differ in many respects

from the survival study by Moyes et al. (2006) on blue
sharks released from pelagic longline fishing gear
targeting swordfish in Hawaii. Both studies employed
pop-up satellite archival tags (PSATs) to assess postrelease mortality. The main difference between the 2
studies is the much greater mortality in Campana et
al. (~35%) than in Moyes et al. (~5%), in estimates
both from observer studies and PSATs. This Comment proposes some unifying themes, and clarifies
important factors used to interpret results from survival studies, in greater detail than was possible in
Campana et al.
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Bias in tagging
As discussed in both Moyes et al. (2006) and Campana et al. (2009), the choice of which individuals to
tag inevitably introduces bias that must be considered
when extrapolating experimental results to the commercial fishery. Moyes et al. did not tag sharks that
were dead or apparently moribund (i.e. lethargic and
unresponsive to handling). Still, one PSAT-tagged blue
shark ultimately died post-release. In contrast, Campana et al. (p. 243) tagged ‘a random sample of 40
sharks (both injured and healthy)’. While our choice
would appear to introduce some bias, we reported that
only 5% of the captured sharks were categorized as
dead or moribund in Moyes et al. Thus, shark mortality
(acute or delayed) in the Hawaii-based fishery for
swordfish was underestimated at most by 5%. The
estimate in Moyes et al., based on 9 moribund individuals of a total of 172 blue sharks captured, has recently
been confirmed in a larger scale study by Walsh et al.
(2009), who estimated a minimum mortality of 4.0 to
8.5% for blue sharks, in contrast to > 20% for other
shark species.
Could differential mortality between the 2 studies
have been influenced by shark size? Campana et al.
(2009; p. 245) used different hook types and sizes and
reported that smaller sharks were ‘more likely to be
retrieved dead from the hook’, but they did not report
the sizes of PSAT-tagged sharks that ultimately died.
Moyes et al. (2006) used similar gear and fished at the
same time and locations as the commercial longline
fleet. As a result, blue sharks tagged and sampled in
Moyes et al. had a mean fork length (FL) of ~170 cm
(M. Musyl, unpubl. data), which was similar to the
mean size in the fishery (Walsh et al. 2009). No significant differences could be demonstrated between biochemical correlates of stress and morbidity and shark
size (C. Moyes et al., unpubl. data).

Hawaii-based fishery and Moyes et al. (2006) rely on
circle hooks, or Japanese ringed hooks, which cause
much less injury (J hooks have been banned in the
fishery since 2004; R. Ito, pers. comm.). In addition to
fishing gear, Moyes et al. also used soak times (time
during which the gear is in the water; 10 to 18 h),
nighttime sets (gear deployed at dusk and retrieved at
dawn), number of hooks between floats (4 to 5), and
bait (squid Illex spp.) (now banned) that accurately
reflect those of the Hawaii-based fishery.
(2) Release techniques. In the Campana et al.
(2009) study, the sharks were probably handled more
vigorously (cf. p. 251) than in Moyes et al. (2006). In
addition to body gaffing, hooks were removed forcefully from the shark, occasionally leading to detachment of the jaw. In the Hawaii-based fishery,
unwanted sharks are quickly released by cutting
lines, leaders or hooks — sharks are not gaffed and
hoisted aboard, to avoid wasting time while the crew
processes the target species. It is therefore logical
that the mortality of sharks should be greater in the
North Atlantic fishery.
(3) Tagging. The handling of the sharks was not
described in detail in Campana et al. (2009); in
Moyes et al. (2006, p. 1390) we stated that the sharks
were ‘were brought on board in a sling and were
restrained by crew with mattresses.’ Though Campana et al. completed tagging within 3 min of handling, we required additional time to hoist the shark
aboard the vessel to collect blood samples and affix
PSATs. Thus, in contrast to the opposite suggestion
by Campana et al. (p. 250: ‘At a minimum, commercially caught sharks can be expected to have spent
longer on the hook, and to be treated considerably
less gently than those caught for scientific purposes’),
handling stress in our study was probably much
greater than in the Hawaii-based commercial fishery
(e.g. one PSAT-tagged shark probably died as the
direct result of scientific handling, as discussed in
Moyes et al.).

Capture and tagging stress
In any study assessing the effect of the fishing technique on post-release survival, the goal is to mimic
the practices of the commercial fishery. Campana et
al. (2009; p. 250) suggested that Moyes et al. may
have found reduced mortality because we captured
the sharks on a ‘scientific research cruise’, but we
specifically designed our tagging approach to mimic
the fishing and release practices used in the commercial fishery.
(1) Fishing techniques. In the North Atlantic fishery,
Campana et al. (2009) and Carruthers et al. (2009) observed that fishing with J hooks caused much higher
mortality, as a result of ingestion of the hook. The

Novel approaches
The cost of PSATs precludes their wide application
in survival studies (Moyes et al. 2006, Campana et al.
2009, and references therein). Just after Campana et
al. initiated their tagging work (in 2005), Moyes et al.
introduced a biochemical approach to measure correlates of morbidity and mortality instead of using
PSATs. A biochemical approach reduces experimental
bias and increases sample size (i.e. more animals
could be sampled, regardless of condition) and would
therefore optimize experimental design (increase statistical power) and cost:benefit (e.g. once the method
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is operational, about 40 samples can be assayed for
the cost of one PSAT [~US$ 4000]). Though Campana
et al. were not in a position to benefit from Moyes et
al. during the early phases of their data collection,
they could have represented the various studies with
biochemical indices more accurately; instead, they
stated that ‘Since biochemical indices of capture
stress have not been reported for blue sharks …’, and
‘Biochemical indices of the stress of capture have
been characterized in one shark species’ (p. 251),
although the references they cite include studies on
several species (blue shark: Moyes et al. 2006; many
pelagic teleosts and sharks: Skomal 2007; sandbar
shark: Brill et al. 2008). Furthermore, Moyes et al.
reported additional studies that have used biochemical approaches to assess capture stress.
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